Meet Neat.

Neat is a Norwegian video technology company providing a complete portfolio of pioneering devices that address any space in today’s modern workplace. Designing engaging experiences that allow you to meet, create and collaborate whenever, wherever and however you want, Neat devices natively support Microsoft Teams, Zoom and a range of compelling business applications. Neat inspires people to unleash their creativity and “flow with the moment,” giving everyone the choice and flexibility to always be at their best. For more information, visit neat.no.

Focus on what matters.

Neat Symmetry presents everyone in the meeting room equally up close, whether they’re sitting, standing or moving around.

Natural conversation.

Neat Audio Processing allows conversations to flow naturally, so everyone hears everything.

Simple setup.

Everything you need to get your Neat device up and running fast is in the box, including all mounts and cables.

No distractions.

Neat Boundary removes the worry of being distracted by other activities happening around you.

Meet, create and collaborate better.
A beautiful way to meet.

Packs a punch.

Flow with the moment.

Extend their sound and vision.

Creativity across the Board.

Go up a notch.

Neat Guide to the Modern Office

Scan the QR Code to see how Neat devices enable tomorrow’s workspace in our downloadable eGuide.